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PU BL ISHER’S
NOTE

Tell Us Your Story

Getting articles for Bus Conversion
Magazine is sometimes like pulling
teeth. We always seem to get sufficient articles to run four or more articles each month but they do not always come easy
and we want to start running more articles each month
starting this year. Sometimes I have to beg people to
write about their bus experiences.
Thankfully the Skoolie community has stepped up to
fill the void left by fewer people converting Entertainer
Over the Road (OTR) types of buses. Skoolie people
are generally younger and they are very familiar with
social media such as Facebook and Instagram and
they love to share their stories. That is where I find
most of them and approach them to write stories about
their bus. But we need more OTR people to send us
their stories too.
We have quite a few articles in the queue now but we
can always use more. If you own a bus, surely you
have had an experience you can share with other
Bus Nuts. Everyone is interested in the progress you
are making on your bus. If you are just starting your
conversion, we would love to see photos of your bus
stripped out and what you discovered during the conversion process. It is also interesting to see what you
decided to leave in and what to tear out like the Over
The Road air conditioning and heating systems. Some
folks tear it out and some leave it in and most people
beginning a conversion want to hear your thoughts on
what you did and why.

grades? Send us some photos
and tell us what you did. Did you
repower your engine? If so, let us
know why and how you did it. Did
you buy anything from any of our
G ARY HAT T
advertisers? If so, tell us how their
products and/or services are working out for you so
more people will know how they work for you.
We love travel stories. Have you taken your bus anyplace interesting this year? Tell us about it. People
love travel stories.
Send us your stories and if you send us a cover article
about how you converted your bus will extend your
subscription for three additonal years. If you send us a
regular article we will extend your subscription by one
year. If you send us a photo of anything bus related
that is unusual or interesting, or if you have a Road Fix
story about how you broke down and got it running by
some Yankee Ingenuity and want to share your story,
or if you send us a photo of you holding up a copy
of BCM next to your bus or at an interesting location,
send us an article and we will extend your subscription
by one year. Send your stories to Gary@BusConversions.com and we will do the rest.
Remember this magazine would not exist without you
as it relies on people like you as it is a magazine written for Bus Nuts by Bus Nuts.

Did you remodel your bus last year to do some up-
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A Skoolie Heads West

Ridge & Courtney

Our Skoolie adventure began with a trip in Ridge’s
car. He said he had a surprise for me. We pulled up
to his mom’s neighbor’s house, pointed at a medium-sized school bus and said, “There it is; I bought
you a school bus.” And so it began!

For us, the Skoolie was about much more than traveling. As high school sweethearts living in small-town
Iowa, our Skoolie became a way for us to do something together—to pave our own unique path and
pursue new adventures.

I’d been researching bus conversions endlessly
(thanks Pinterest!) and bombarding Ridge with ideas
and photos (you can build that, right?) about converting a school bus into a home on wheels. He scored
a great price for the bus. Our discussions and Skoolie musings began to take shape through many late
nights and lots of hard work. Fast forward about two
years, and our Skoolie has happily taken us from
Iowa to Oregon, facilitating lots of curious smiles and
heartfelt compliments along the way.

It also happens that a DIY conversion was more
affordable for us than purchasing a used RV or camper (we were both on the “college kid” budget!). We
worked on our bus when we could—I graduated from
Buena Vista University in 2016, and Ridge graduated
from Iowa State University in May 2018. We spent
much of our 2018 summer completing the bus.
Our voyage west began in August. We were both 23
years old and had been dating seven years; we were
ready for a change of scenery and lifestyle, and the
solution for those desires, in our minds, was travel.

Ridge and I before we headed out to Oregon
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Our bus conversion process began with painting the
interior of the bus. This was a daunting task at first,
given the curved ceiling, the endless number of windows to tape off, and the insane amount of stickers/
gunk to scrape off the walls. After taping everything
off, we got to work with the painting. Because our bus
is medium sized, we went with a flat white paint to
create a more open and spacious feel. We used roller
brushes for the ceiling and everywhere else we could.
This produced a lovely result, despite the various
textures we painted over. We used varying sizes of
brushes for the remaining areas as needed.

BCM
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directly under the window to be quite solid. We also
utilized the portions where the bus was originally bolted, as the metal there was thick as well. We used the
2 x 4’s as the framework for our walls; we then filled
in the space with some leftover R-15 Insulation and
closed off the wall with more burnt plywood.

The next step in our conversion process was to lay
down the flooring. All the seats had been removed by
the previous owner. The middle “aisle” of the floor had
also been removed. We were left with a fairly smooth
subfloor to build over.
We purchased sheets of ¾” sanded plywood, ripped
the sheets into strips 12” wide and adjusted the length
of each strip as needed to lay horizontally across the
bus floor. Before securing our plywood to the subfloor, we used a weed burner to burn the surface of
each plank, giving them a dark, textured look. Once
the strips were burnt, we secured them to the subfloor by first gluing them into place, using a PL 400
subfloor glue, then screwing the planks directly into
the subfloor.
After the floors were in, we began the process of
installing our lower sidewalls and insulation (below
the windows only). This was an important step for
us, because these sidewalls would be the anchor for
all our further building. We wanted to avoid drilling
directly into the bus’s original metal walls as much as
possible. The lower sidewalls provided a nice aesthetic look as well.
To build our sidewalls, we anchored 2 x 4’s into the
sturdiest portions of the bus walls. We found the area

Reliable Glass
We Repair and Replace
• RV Windshields and Side Glass
• Dual Pane RV Windows
• Foggy Dual Pane Windows

653 S Waterman Ave Unit A
San Bernardino, CA 92408

(909) 557- 4898

Nice view of the walls, flooring, and sidewalls
during the conversion process.
To maximize our storage space, we decided to utilize
a lofted bed. Underneath the bed we included our
fresh water tank and pump, our Thetford Porta Potti
toilet (accessed by a sliding door), and three cupboards for clothing storage. The diagram provides a
visual of the layout below the loft.

Advertise with
this size ad for as
low as
$88 per month
for a
1/4 page!
click here to learn more
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Our bed platform and kitchen cupboards were built
with similar strategies. We utilized 2 x 4s for framing
and built the rest with burnt plywood. This was an
affordable route that allowed us to create custom
storage. Perhaps the most challenging aspect of the
interior build was the three sliding drawers built into
the kitchen cupboards. We bought our own drawer
slides, but it was a bit time consuming to get a good fit
with our custom build!

We built an additional cupboard next to our gas stove.
This cupboard serves as storage for the oven’s propane tank. It also houses a 100 foot extension cord
that feeds to the outside for hooking up to electricity at
campgrounds—a quick and easy process.
Finally, there is a small cupboard beneath the stove
where we store our baking sheets/pans, and another
cupboard under our sink. To recap, our interior storage includes the following: three cupboards under the
loft, sliding door access to the toilet beneath the loft,
three large kitchen cupboards, three sliding kitchen
drawers, the propane storage cupboard next to the
oven, a small cupboard beneath the oven, and a cupboard beneath the kitchen sink. All interior woodwork
was coated with polyurethane, giving the final product
a dark, glossy look.

View of cupboards underneath the lofted bed.

The small cupboard next to the oven holds the
propane tank and the electrical fuse box. Below the
oven is a nice storage space for baking
sheets/pans.
In addition to all the built-in storage, we also have a
fold-down bench in the back of the bus. It is secured
to the wall via hinges. When in use, we utilized four
milk crates (two stacked on each side) to act as the
bench’s legs. When the bench is not in use, the four
crates lines up nicely on the floor beneath the bench.
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or of our bus, we installed curtain rods. The bars were
cut to length and placed in anchor hooks secured to
the bus walls. We then used sliding curtain rings to
secure our homemade curtains into place. It was an
easy and flexible way to hang our curtains.

Our fold-down bench and table
in the back of the bus.
The bench then lays flat against the wall. This was another way that we created flexible storage space. The
back of the bus also features a fold up/down table,
which we found incredibly convenient.
For our bus’s electricity, we put a two-panel fuse box
under the cupboard by the oven. We ran three wire
flexible steel conduit from the fuse box to each outlet
(six total). For lighting we utilized a simple LED light
strip that secured to our ceiling. To complete the interi-

Our last major project to complete our bus was to
paint the exterior. We decided to do the painting
ourselves, as it was quite expensive to have it painted
professionally. We sought the advice of a friend, who
owns a painting company, and he recommended we
use an oil-based enamel paint. We taped everything
off (a long process!) and got to work. We used white
paint for the entire bus and black paint to freshen
up original features where needed. Roller brushes
comprised most of the work. We were lucky to have
the help of my family, and the process took us about a
week (2-3 coats).
The last step was frosting the lower bus windows all
around the bus for privacy and aesthetics. This was
an easy process, done with cans of frosted spray
paint from Wal-Mart!

Power spraying the bus before we paint!
The process of our bus conversion was now complete! In early August we began our trip to Oregon.

POINT OF ENTRY WATER SYSTEM
Unit is portable and delivers up to 4 gallons of filtered water
per minute. 5 micron sediment filters
remove small debris. Half micron
carbon filters remove chemicals
and small parasites. Then the
water is exposed to a high intensity
UV lamp to destroy bacteria and
viruses. Clear filter housings aids
monitoring of the filters.

Nice view of the both the outlet and the curtain rods.

For more information contact Aquafied at
(800) 676-7873 Aquafied is a subsidiary of O-SO Pure
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The bus ran wonderfully, sans a few small hiccups in
our first long voyage, we couldn’t have been happier with the turnout. So many people complemented
the woodwork on the interior of the bus, and we took
pride in being able to say we did everything for the
conversion ourselves! For our trip we passed through
Nebraska, Wyoming, a small bit of Montana, and
Idaho before reaching Oregon. Our trip was incredibly
comfortable in the bus.

We’ve decided to put our bus up for sale. I grew up
camping in a pop-up camper, and after traveling in
the bus, we’ve both realized that we’d like to downsize our camping situation. Despite this, we are both
incredibly proud of the work we put into the bus. I feel
it is an excellent opportunity for someone else to add
their unique mark to this “home on wheels”. While it is
set up perfectly for a couple, with a few minor adjustments, it could easily be transformed to fit a variety of
preferences!

View of the water tank underneath the lofted bed.
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The yellow bus in need of a good paint job!

Living Room and Kitchen, Driver’s Side.
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Entrance of the bus.

The large kitchen cupboards and the kitchen drawers. This was before we coated the woodwork with
polyurethane.

White exterior of the bus with the
frosted lower windows.
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Made it to Oregon!

View of bus interior from the back of the bus.

A short pit stop after cruising the
highways in Montana.
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View of interior before the walls were glossed. A
nice look at the framing beneath the platform bed.

GM PD41XX SERIES BUSES

Looking for GM Intercity coaches left in the world.
Coaches are being tracked by serial number and
location, city and state. Any status: conversion, seated or
scrapped. Even buses sitting in fields, I would like to add
their numbers to the list. All GM coaches built between
1947 and 1980, with the exception of Scenicruisers.

Call Jon at (760) 272-4081 or email: Jusle@aol.com

View of the water tank under the bed. This is easily
accessed by a hose, and the water pump feeds
the water to the sink.

CLICK
HERE TO
SEE
VIDEO
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Kitchen sink with storage in cupboard.

P
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www.PacificRVParts.com
Welcome to Pacific RV Parts
The Best Source for
all Your RV Parts.
If you need RV Parts or
Accessories for your:
Bus Conversion - RV - Motorhome
Trailer - 5th Wheel - Toy Hauler
Camper - Tent Trailer

Suburban SF-30Q
30,000 BTU RV Furnace
$71588

We specialize in Velvac RV Bus Mirrors.
www.VelvacRVMirrors.com
Maxxfan Ventilator
White RV Roof Vent
$24888
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Another look at the framing under our bed, from
which we constructed cupboards and eventually put
in a sliding door for our stowaway toilet.

We can assist you with any and all of your RV Parts needs.
All in stock orders usually ship the next business day.

Dometic Penguin Duo Therm
13,500 BTU Cool-Only
Air Conditioner
$64588

BCM

We are here to serve you with
Great Pricing & Excellent Service!

(888) 600-4845
inf o@ P aci fi cRV P arts. co m

www.BusConversions.com

Suburban 10 Gallon
RV Water Heater
$42588
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Final view of stow-away toilet via sliding door.

Final view of stow-away toilet via sliding door.

Wrico International

W
I

The Generator man

We carry a full line of Coach Conversion
Parts & Accessories, to list a few:
• Wrico Generators
• Magnum Inverters
• Webasto Hot Water Heating Systems
• Cooktops & Water Heaters
• Automatic Transfer Switches
• Generator Autostart System
Call the people with the Coach Conversion
Experience and Know-how.

Made Specifically For Bus Conversions
Kubota Powered • Water Cooled • 1800 RPM
Direct Drive • Easy To Service
Rugged and Trouble Free

Taping off the outside of the bus for painting.
This was a long process!

Buy direct and save. Call the Generator Man
(541) 744-4333
WRICO INTERNATIONAL
PO Box 41555 • Eugene, Oregon 97404
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A look at the bus exterior before painting. You can see our system for mounting an air-conditioning unit in the
emergency window. Also visible is the hole to feed out the extension cord for electric hook-up (black cord).

Final view of curtain rods/curtains.

Another view of the taping process.
We kept all the lower black trim.

www.BusConversions.com
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Final view of curtain rods/curtains.

One of our final steps was mounting curtain rods
and putting curtains in place. Our curtains were
actually towels, and they worked wonderfully!

Subscribe for only $19 a year
BusConversions.com

You will have access to all issues of

Bus Conversion Magazine

Advertise with
this size ad for as
low as
$88 per month
for a
1/4 page!
click here to learn more

Click HERE to subscribe now.
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Cover Story/Centerfold - Bus Review Questions
General
Manufacturer: International
Model: B175F
Year: 1998
Vehicle Weight: 14,000 lbs
Fuel Tank Capacity: 65 Gallon
Miles Per Gallon: 12-15
Engine: T444E
Transmission: Automatic
Overall Length: 28 Feet
Overall Width: 9 Feet 4 Inches Mirror To Mirror
Overall Height: 10.5 Feet
Raised Roof: No
Solar Power: No
Outside Color(s): White
House Batteries: 0
Brakes: Hydraulic
Electrical System: 120V
Inverter: No
Power Steering: Yes
Suspension: Other
Exterior
Were the windows removed: No
Body Modifications: No
Updated Front Caps: Yes
Updated Rear Caps: No
Side Outs: No
Tires Modified: No
Wheels: No
Paint: Yes
Things that you would do differently on the Exterior next
time, if any? No changes.
External Equipment
Fresh Water Tank Capacity: 55 Gallon
Is Black and Grey Water in one tank? No
Water Heater: NONE
Plumbing Material Used: Plastic
Internal Equipment
Stove: 3 Burner
Oven: Propane
Microwave: Yes
Convection Oven: No
Microwave/Convection Combo: No
Refrigerator: Electric Only
Kitchen Sink: Double
Other Notable Kitchen Features: Over 7 feet of counter space
Bathroom: Porta potty
Toilet Manufacturer: Thetford
Heating: The stove doubles as a propane heater.
Wall Material: Sanded, burnt, and clear coated plywood with
insulation on the inside
Ceiling Material: Unchanged
Flooring Material: Sanded, burnt, and clear coated plywood
Roof Ventilation: Original Hatch
TV: No
VCR: No
DVR: No
Satellite: No
Bed Size: Full
How long have you owned your bus? 2 years
Did you self convert? Yes
How long did it take? 7 Months (Two Summers)
What inspired you to do a bus conversion? The thought of
making my own tiny home on wheels.

Propane: Yes
Removable: Yes
Number of Tanks: 1
Things that you would do differently next time with Electric/
Gas/Propane, if any? I would put a couple solar panels on top
and get some batteries, so the boondocking setup would be a
little better.
Water System
Hot Water Heater Tank: None
Water Filter: None
Material used for water lines: Flexible rubber hose
Water Pump: SHURFLO
Volume: 2.8 GPM
Toilet Type: Thetford Porta Potti Curve
Shower Type: None
Things that you would do differently, if any? I am happy with
the water system.
Did you insulate? Yes
With what? R-13 insulation inside the wood walls.
Type wood used for walls and cabinets: Sanded, burned, and
clear coated plywood.
Counter Top Material: recycled counter top from a demo.
Kitchen Appliances: sink, stove, full size fridge, microwave,
toaster,
Bed Size: Full
Window Coverings: Custom Towel Curtains
Lighting Type: LED Light Strip + Candles

Ridge & Courtney
My boyfriend Ridge
and I are recent transplants to Oregon. We
arrived here in August
2018. We both grew
up in small town called
Logan, Iowa where
we attended the same
school throughout our
K-12 years. We began
dating in high-school,
and we have now
been dating over seven years. Ridge and I both attended college,
myself attending Buena Vista University and
Ridge attending Iowa State University. My
degree is in Public Administration with an English minor, and Ridge possesses a Business
Management degree. We’re both passionate
about environmentalism, health, entrepreneurship, and simplistic living. We moved to
Oregon to pursue careers and a lifestyle centered around those interests. Like the decision to move to Oregon, our desire to convert
a bus was largely fueled by our adventurous
spirits and our love for travel.
Ridge and Courtney may be reached at:
ridgemeeker@hotmail.com

www.BusConversions.com
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YOU WANT TO BE A
SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

?

By Jon Usle
Have you ever thought about becoming a School Bus
Driver? Or ever wondered what School Bus Drivers
must go through before becoming allowed to drive
school children around? Here is a list of requirements
for becoming a School Bus Driver in one state.

• Any assault conviction within the past five years
• Any crime that questions your moral character
(moral turpitude) during your lifetime
• Any driving violations with a point count of two in
three years

Here in California, the process and requirements
to become a School Bus Driver are a little different
than in other states. California is one of the strictest
states when it comes to reaching this goal. To qualify
as a School Bus Driver, you must meet the following
requirements:
• Be at least 18 years of age
• Be in good physical condition
• Have good moral character
• Have a good driving record
• Have a clean criminal record
• Have the patience and desire to work with children
A number of things will prevent you from becoming a
School Bus Driver:
• Conviction for Driving Under The Influence (DUI)
or Reckless Driving within the past three years
• Conviction for any sex crimes during your entire
lifetime
• Conviction for any offense relating to the use,
possession and or transportation of drugs
• Any felony conviction within the past seven
years
• Any domestic violence conviction or conviction
for cruelty to spouse or child
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• Any driving violations in the past 24 months
where you caused or contributed to the cause of
an accident resulting in a fatality or serious injury
• Don’t meet the minimum medical standards
Have I scared you away yet? No?

BCM
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the street along with a host of other things.
When you have convinced your trainer that you
know what you are doing and they are confident with
your skills, they will send you to the local California
Highway Patrol (CHP) office for testing. The CHP
will fingerprint you, they will ask you if you have ever
been convicted of a crime and ask you about your
arrest record. Something as simple as a petty theft
in your past can prevent you from becoming a School
Bus Driver. So be sure to tell the CHP officer the
truth. Yes, it’s an actual officer that does this, not
some civilian employee. So tell the man with the gun
everything.

Next is more testing
There is a 40-question multiple choice test that you
cannot miss more than six questions on.

Inside Look of today’s school buses with seat belts
Before you can start working as a School Bus Driver,
you have to go through some training and testing with
a state’s certified instructor. First you must attend
classroom training for a minimum of 20 hours. Then
you have to take a D.O.T. Physical. These run about
$100 or so. You must pass this exam, without a
diagnostic of epilepsy,Type 1 diabetes or high blood
pressure in order to drive a school bus.

One of the requirements to be a School Bus Driver, is you must have a First Aid Card issued by the
American Red Cross. However, this requirement will
be waived for the length of your bus driver certificate
(usually five years) if you take and pass a First Aid
Test administered by the CHP.
The next test is a pre-trip inspection and driving test

Then it’s off to the California Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) for a slue of written tests. There is a test
for everything. You must pass a General Knowledge
Test, a Passenger Transport Test, an Air Brake Test
and a School Bus Test.
Then you’re off to do a minimum of 20 hours of behind-the-wheel training with a designated behind the
wheel trainer. It really is much more than 20 hours as
time learning to pre-trip a school bus doesn’t count;
only actual driving time does.
First you have to learn how to conduct a pre-trip inspection and a brake check before learning to drive.
Learning to drive the bus itself involves learning to
drive on highway, city and residential streets. You
need to learn how to turn properly, both going forward
and in reverse. You are also required to learn railroad
crossing procedures, how to escort students across

www.BusConversions.com
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with the CHP officer onboard. They will have you
drive a route with all types of roads and traffic conditions. At some point during the test you will have to
demonstrate your ability to successfully complete two
or more backing maneuvers.
After you pass both tests at the CHP, your school bus
certificate will be valid for up to five years. The training doesn’t stop here, as you will be required to attend
a minimum of 10 hours of training each year to maintain your certificate.
The company or school district that hires you will have
you take a pre-employment drug and alcohol test.
From that point on, you will be subject to random drug
and alcohol testing’s. Also, the DMV will send updates on your driving record directly to your employer
twice a year and also whenever it changes. So it
would be in your best interest to advise your employer
whenever you have an accident or get a traffic ticket.
Most people apply to work for a private bus company
first as most school districts will only hire someone
with experience. Most private companies will supply
you with free training as long as you agree to stay
with that company for a minimum time, usually six
months.

.
When you are assigned a bus route, you will be picking up students in the morning, taking them to school
and then in the afternoon picking them up from school
and taking them home. The School District where I
work transports students as young as three years old
and as old as 22 ½ years old. We transport both regular education students and special needs students.
Some of our buses have wheelchair lifts to transport
students in wheelchairs. These buses can hold up to
five wheelchairs in addition to walk-on students.
It can be a lot of fun driving a school bus. The daily challenges of the road construction detours and
dealing with parents in the school loading zones tend
to hone one’s driving skills. Some routes have corner
stops; you just stop at a particular corner, pickup the
students and then take them to school. It’s the reverse in the afternoon.
The other routes you may do are for the special needs
students. These are my favorite group to transport.
With special needs students, you stop at the curb in
front of their house or apartment complex. Sometimes they will require assistance getting on the bus.
Most of these students look forward to going to
school.

Triple Belts for 3 Kids
Once you’ve passed all the testing and have a California School Bus Driver certificate, you get to drive a
bus route. This is where the fun begins. You can be
assigned almost any style of bus, from a 40’ rear-engine transit to a conventional bus or even a van. But
before you can drive a particular type of bus on route,
a certified driver trainer or delegated behind-the-wheel
trainer must confirm that you are proficient on that
type and size of bus. This means they will go over the
pre-trip with you and then take you out driving the bus
for a period of time
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Jon Usle
Jon Usle is 57 years
old. At the age of 26,
he purchased an old
school bus to convert
into a camper. Three
months later, he and
his wife became school
bus drivers. Jon immersed himself in everything bus related he
could get his hands on, becoming a genuine
bus nut. His knowledge of buses and bus operations opened many doors of opportunity
and advancement. Jon worked his way up the
ladder from bus driver to supervisor/ trainer
to general manager, through it all maintaining
his Class B and school bus certificate.
Double Belts for 2 Kids
Field trips are something else we get to do. You go
to a school and pickup a bus load of students along
with their chaperones and take them to a specific
destination. I could be a local park just a few minutes
away or a museum 100 miles away in another city.
On these trips, it’s a good idea to research where you
are going so you can be familiar with an area you may
not have ever been to before, especially if it involves
freeway driving and/or rush hour traffic. The School
District I work for provides exact maps and directions,
so it makes that part much easier.

In 2001, Jon stepped away from management to have more free time. He went back to
driving school buses with his wife. When not
“playing with buses,” Jon is an avid rail fan.
He also volunteers his time between rescuing
and transporting Siberian Huskies and volunteering for his local search and rescue team.

I have been a school bus driver since 1985 and I go
to new destinations every year. School bus driving is
a fun and rewarding profession. If you like to drive all
day and come home every night, it is the best job, in
my opinion.

TOTAL
TRAINING COST
DMV Costs
CHP School Bus Driver Handbook
Four Tests at the DMV
Two Tests at the CHP
First Aid Class
MINIMUM COST

$100.00
$5.50
$73.00
$57.00
$75.00
$235.50

www.BusConversions.com
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The Cost to Own
an Old Bus

By Tim & Margaret
As we meander about, without getting too far away to
not be able to afford a ghastly towing bill, educating
ourselves about our 1963 PD 4106-1986 (LTR) in our
last year of full time working and before next year, our
first time extended traveling, we have been asked that
silly question ‘how much does it cost to own an old
bus.’ or that other question, what kind of “gas” mileage does it get. The questions come in many forms,
and from many different angles.
Our answer is usually the same, or at least similar, in
every case. “We have no idea”, or the other response,
“you know that menu with no prices on it?” If you need
to ask, then vintage bus is not for you.

The cost of ownership of a bus does not enter our
mind, we do not budget for our bus, nor does our bus
keep us in a food line in some dingy district of Seattle
or even in our home town of Cashmere. Washington.
Everyone chooses a different way to spend their mon-

DRIVE

SHAFT

DISCONNECT

Tow your rear-wheel and 4WD automatic
transmission vehicles with ease.
Quickly disconnect your vehicle
transmission while sitting in the driver’s seat.
Tow all four wheels on the ground.

Fin d a n Autho rize d De a le r o n lin e today!

Supe rio rDrive lin e .co m
1 .8 5 5 .4 4 7 .3 62 6
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ey, or as we say to “invest their money”. We choose to
invest ours in our bus.
The returns are immeasurable. The returns are better,
in our minds, than any other investment one can
make. None of them are financial. Not a single one.
Over the next years we will spend undocumented
amounts on our bus (we choose to not keep receipts,
except as maintenance records), and if we keep her
in the exact same condition or improve her immensely, they ‘might’ get our purchase price back when our
children, or grandchildren sell her after our passing.
So....why would anyone want to own an old bus that
has over three quarters of a million miles on it, they
don’t make parts for it any more, the engines are
all but obsolete, only 318 horsepower (“it must take
forever to get anywhere”), no slide-outs, no rear view
cameras, windshield wipers that ‘flap’ back and forth,
no maintenance records (or very limited)? A bus that
could literally fall apart just driving down the highway
and almost no shops will touch her, and practically no
one still alive that can work on it anymore?
I cannot answer that question for anyone....well, except for me. I am referred to as “old school” by a lot
of people, including close friends and people who we
run across in “The Kiwi & The Cowboy”.

"Yes, its
its snowing
snowing over
over my
my bus.
bus. When
When II
"Yes,
converted it,
it, II made
made sure
sure to
to invest
invest in
in aa
converted
good air
air conditioner."
conditioner."
good
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This is not, by definition, a good thing or a bad thing, it
just is what it is. By age, one can call me old (65), by
body, late-middle age, by mind, I won’t go there. But I
love old things. By default they are better in every way
possible, from my point of view. Our future toad is a
1956 Nash Metropolitan, still under renovation,
Back-up cameras? I use mirrors. GPS? Maps. Slide
outs? They leak. Fiberglass? It cracks. New stuff is
not for me. So, back to the original question, how
much does it cost to own an old bus?
The first thing that popped into my head as I reflected
on a Facebook post asking that question was the gentleman that walked up to us, in a park where we had
stopped for a couple hours in Okotoks, AB our way
to Calgary to visit Margaret’s (the Kiwi) niece and her
family, and asked if he could have a look at our bus.
He had spent most of his life as a distance bus driver
and ‘though retired many years ago’ 4106’s were always on of his favorites. Cost, who cares! Invest your
money as you choose, we choose memories.
We meet new people everywhere we go, we put
smiles on faces as cars drive past us at highway
speeds, often we get waves and thumbs up as people
pass us or we pass them. People who might appreciate old things, people who we might have sparked a
memory for, perhaps of their childhood riding an old
Greyhound bus from Las Vegas to Tonopah to visit
grandma or to a new job.

www.BusConversions.com
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As grandparents, we are select baseball groupies,
chasing our grandson around the northwest. We are
now the team bus. They don’t travel with us but we
sure cook a lot of hot dogs. Provide a lot of shade and
occasional air conditioning at tournaments.

campgrounds. We seldom ‘plug in’ I believe the term
is boondocking, we refer to it as camping.
We meet people everywhere we go. We are easy
to meet which helps I suppose. We always have an
extra cold Rainier or Pinot Gris if you choose to stop
in. Usually a campfire as well. Though we do not keep
track of what our bus cost us, we do keep track of
what our bus gives us.
It has given us too many incredible weekends, lost
friends found, family visits, new friends, hours of
conversations, tailgate parties, mini escapes, extended getaways, peace of mind, bucket list shortened,
grandchildren memories made and many other enjoyments I am sure.
Oh, I forgot to mention all of the hours of tinkering,
deducing, learning, manual reading, cyber friends
met, polishing, washing, question answering, question
asking, smiles brought to others. The list goes on and
on.

Being only 35’ long we can fit her into just about any
campground. We steer away from RV parks but love

Every time the bus garage door opens and the ‘Kiwi
and Cowboy’ rolls out there is sure to be another
receipt lost, and another memory to be gained. There
is no price for memories. Choose your method of
investing your money, we choose to invest ours in our
memories, through our bus.
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Tim & Margaret
Margaret (Kiwi) and I
(cowboy) live in Cashmere
WA.Both down to part time
work and will both full time
retire in two years. Her
from Physical Therapy, myself from construction and
custom sawmilling.
We knew we wanted to travel upon retirement
so a couple years ago, in preparation, we decided to start looking for the best RV to fit our
needs.
Calvin, a friend of mine, had converted a 4104
a few years back and I loved what he had done
and the concept of a bus. I asked him the difference between a 4104 and a 4106 and his reply
was “ you can drive a 4106 like you stole it” The
first ‘RV’ we looked at was Wayne and Betty
Muessigs 4106 down in Oregon. It turned out to
be the only one we looked at. A week later we
drove it home. The rest is memories and memories yet to be made.
Jon may be reached at:
tgellanty@msn.com

Jan
February

2019 RALLY SCHEDULE

March 6-11
March 13-16
April 1-22
May 1-8
May 15-24
June 5-8
August
August 14-17
September 18-21
October 1-31
November 14-17

Az and surrounding area
Destination Rally
FMCA Rally
419 Pusher Rally
Tx-ACA Rally
GLAMMA Rally
Monaco Pre Rally
FMCA
Six State Rally

Quartzsite, AZ
Phoenix
Jacksonville, Fl
Perry, Ga
Paron, Ar.
Goshen, In
Montgomery
Allegan, Mi
Minot, N Dakota
Minot, N Dakota
Shreveport, La

Paron, Ar
Cruisin Cajun Rally Rayne, La
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RV Electrical Concerns

By John Jarrett
Electrical Monitor Panel
We have talked about many systems in a bus conversion build that are important to safely use and live
in a conversion. We talked about the importance of
proper insulation, and managing the elements. We
talked about different systems; but today I want to talk
about one of the most important systems in your RV,
the electrical system. One of the reasons most insurance companies don’t underwrite insurance other
than liability for RVs and conversions is because of
poor electrical design or practices. This system can
cause fires and damage to your conversion or to you
personally.

Amps - this is what gets the job done
AC - is Alternating Current
DC - is Direct Current
Gauge - is the size of the wire normally referred to in

This isn’t going to be a “how to” as much as it is
intended to guide your decision to do this yourself
or hire it out. I run and operate Big Dog RV LLC. We
have a tiny house and bus conversion only RV park,
in Missoula, Montana; we also build bus conversions
and tiny houses, something we have done for the
past 35 years. The single largest area I get questions
about are electrical systems designs and propane
systems.
The electrical system is designed to do many things in
your conversion. It will run most of your coach in one
form or another, so it is important to design it to give it
many years of trouble free service. First, let’s cover a
few terms you’ll need to know.
Volts - refers to the “push “of electricity
Ohms – refers to the resistance of the electricity
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AWG (American Wire Gauge)
Watts - refers to the power consumed
In your design there are a number of things you have
to figure out. First is layout, you will need to design
your electrical based on your bus layout. The reason
layout matters in design is simple in some aspects like
switch and outlet placement and more complex in areas like how far to run wire. Where the power source
is located in reference to the component you are operating and what the “watts” or draw is all determine by
what size wire is run.
Battery placement, inverter/converter placement and
electrical circuit placement locations all have to be
factored into the design to have a healthy long term
trouble free system. Where you’re traveling, where
you plan on living most of the time and what type of
systems you use to control temperature when cooking, have to considered when you are laying out the
design.
In all of my designs (over 150 bus conversion builds
and over 75 tiny houses to date and still building)
I locate all of my electrical in the center of the unit,
mostly to be more cost effective and to minimize the
loads. I always use AGM batteries because I put all of
my electrical inside the unit for many reasons. First,
the batteries perform best when around 70 degrees,
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secondly they are protected from water and humidity,
third it keep bugs and other insects that are drawn to
the frequency of electrical current at bay.
By locating the major components in the center of the
bus/house it cuts down on the amount of wire that is
needed. It also helps in weight and balance as batteries are heavy and some inverters and converters can
be as well.
The type of system you design is also a factor, are
you going to go with all DC or all AC or a combination
of both? I try to talk my customers into as much DC as
possible and limit the AC to the bare minimum. There
are a lot of reasons for this, first it takes a ratio 7 to 1
to convert to AC from DC, that is it takes 7 DC amps
to convert into 1 AC amp so if you don’t have a large
battery bank you’re going to have to recharge your
batteries frequently.
I use solar and wind turbines on everything I build, I
put a minimum of 1000 watts of solar and run around
500 to 800 of wind turbine watts. At this wattage most
of my customers can enjoy their lifestyle without much
thought to power. If you run smaller systems you will
have to watch your usage.
In today’s world you can get mostly every appliance

Custom Instrument Panels
Warning Light Panel for Buses
We have several
warning lights to
choose from. Please
visit our website

184.49

154.79

28585 Valley Dr., Albemarle, NC 28001
(Tech) (704) 985-0171 – (Orders) 800-462-7635 – (Fax) 704-985-0173
www.custominstrumentpanels.com- Email: cipdash@sbcglobal.net & cip@windstream.net
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in DC current. I have even converted washers and
dryers to DC voltage for those like me that love living
off grid. The dryers I build use a hydronic heat (hot
water). I get this hot water from the pellet stove or
from solar water heaters on the roof. The total wattage for my dryer is 300 and that’s for the electric
motor that turns the tumbler. I have every amenity that
anyone else has, including a sauna, hot tub and all
are off grid.
We have talked about the importance of layout and
design, now let’s spend a little time regarding safety.
Electrical safety is to prevent the current from overloading your wiring and other delivery components.
To do this, we install fuses, breakers, shunts and
other current limiters. The purpose of these is to limit
the current draw in some cases and most cases it will
turn off or interrupt the flow of current.

or breaker depends more on the room you have for
them. The load they interrupt is based on the load you
have and the wire size you used. Typically you want
about ten percent higher than the maximum related
wattage of the component.
If you have an appliance that draws 10 amps, a 15
amp circuit interrupter (or as low as 120) is what you
would use. Most fuses and breakers amps are on 5’s;
5, 10, 15, 20 and so on. However you can get special
fuses that are rated in ½ amps and other denominations.
The size of wire you would use for that circuit will
depend on how long the wire is, the longer the wire
runs the larger the wire has to be due to resistance
drop. There are auto reset breakers and manual reset
breakers. The type you use depends on the application.
When you’re talking safety, things like driving lights
and horns should have auto resetting breakers, this
is because in a failure at least you would have an
intermittent light so you can get pulled over safely to
check. If you had a manual reset in this application
you would lose all lights. Most buses are designed to

HEAD
NATURE’S
Self-Contained Composting Toilet


Saving Our Water for Tomorrow

FREE YOURSELF

From Black Tanks and Pumpouts.

Circuit Breakers
There are systems made that can turn off less important draws, like say the electric element in your water
heater when the current load gets to close to the max.
When the load drops it will allow the water heater to
use electric again. We call these load control circuits.
As the designer you decide what your priorities are,
when current is high it will start shedding these based
on the priority you decided on.

All Stainless Hardware
Full Size Seat
Fits in small places
5 Year Warranty
No Chemicals
Urine Diverting
Exceptional Service
Made in USA
$35 Off online toilet purchase.
Use code BC1911 at checkout.
Offer expires 12/31/2019

There are many types of fuses and breakers, many
sizes, both in amp draw allowed, in the physical
size of the fuses and breakers. The size of the fuse
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have different breakers for each light. The International chassis buses use separate breakers for each light
so you don’t lose all lights in a failure of one light. If
you have fog/driving lights you want those on separate fuses/breakers as well.
On the AC side of your conversion, you will want to
look into what codes might apply to your conversion
in the area in which you’re building. Most don’t fall
under any authority because they are mobile. However, some have codes that apply. The AC side of your
design is much like the DC side only the current is
higher and much more dangerous.
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The controller panel in my RV looks kind of like a
space shuttle. I tend to be one that loves to see things
working. I have a voltmeter, ammeter, and Hertz
meter for each AC line that comes into my RV. I wired
mine as a 220 volt, 50 amp system and I have an AC
powered air conditioner and a tankless water heater
that are both 220 VAC.

Let’s talk a bit about the difference between an inverter, a converter and charge controller. Inverters do
as the name imply, they invert from DC voltage to AC
voltage so they take the DC voltage you have stored
in your battery bank and convert or “invert” it to AC
voltage.
Converters do just that, convert the AC voltage to DC
voltage to charge your battery’s back. A charge controller, does that as well, controls the voltage coming
from your solar or wind turbines into a voltage your
battery bank can use.
Most common battery voltages are 12 volt, but there
are systems that use higher voltage. Here at Big Dog
RV we normally use a series stacked solar panel to
get higher voltage coming into the controller some
times as high as 150 volts DC then the controller
converts it down to 13.2 to 14.0 volts to charge the
batteries, the advantage to this high to low conversion
is greater amps.
The more amps, the more power you have to use
in your system. It is very important to use proper
wire size on all these systems we just mentioned as
they can draw and produce very high amperage, the
inverter I use can charge at 100 amps. It can draw up
to 145.8 amps at full wattage and it can surge to start
motors and such over 200 amps.

Hertz Meter

Subscribe for only
$19 dollars a year
BusConversions.com
You will have 24/7 access to the
current issue and all back issues
of Bus Conversion Magazine.

As you can see it’s very important that the wire you
use will safely carry the loads. The solar system I use
can at peak sun produce 60 amps to the batteries so
you must take measures to make certain your system
is designed to handle the loads.
Other components you may need are disconnects,
on/off switches, relays, shunts, special connectors,
special plugs and lights to warn of overloads or high
or low voltage.
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some inverters will not function properly if the noise
the electrical system makes is too high it is measured
in Hertz. Normal Hertz is around 60 HZ.
As I travel around the country in my RV, I measure all
the line voltage and amps, as well as Hertz. I have
learned that not all electrical is equal. The best power
grids I have found are in Texas. Most all the power
used in the southwest or a very large portion of it
come from there. Some of the worse electrical I have
seen has been in rural areas. This is because of the
distance the power has to travel and the aging electrical grid. The more time the power goes thru transfer
stations and transformers the worse the noise gets.
During high usage the Hertz and voltage will get low.
Most of California has this problem because of fewer
power stations and too much use for what they have.
It’s important to monitor your incoming voltage because anything under 120 VAC can cause failure in
appliances that need start up and constant voltage to
run right like A/C units and refrigerators.
Anything over 125V can cause the motor windings
to fail and can cause other problems like the circuit
interruption to fail. The higher the voltage the lower

Volt Meter
It’s important to me to be able to check the parks
wiring before I let it go into my RV so all of my gauges
and meters are before my disconnect switches so after plugging in I can read the Hertz and line voltage to
make certain that the RV parks power is clean. It also
will work with my generator.
One of the most important safety features I have on
the RV’s I build is a surge protector. I use them on all
of my units. They protect from not only a surge in your
electrical but also from problems like a bad ground
or missing neutral. Crossed wires, even high or low
voltage and Hertz too high for use. Hertz is the noise
that electricity makes.
A lot of parks have unqualified personal that wire the
plugs and post your connecting to. I have gone on
many service calls to parks where the problem wasn’t
the coach but the parks electrical. We install the
surge protector before it goes into the coach or house
electrical system. It doesn’t matter what the source
is generator, electrical grid or even an inverter, your
house is protected.
Hertz is important to measure or to monitor because a
lot of the sensitive electronics like TV, computers and
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the amps. So if you are running a higher voltage say
140 VAC and you have a 15 amp breaker, your draw
at 140 VAC is 12A, you’re drawing more current than
you should because of the higher voltage. The breaker is rated at 15 amps at 120 volts.
So you can draw more current than you should
only because the voltage is higher, in this scenario
you’re over the current load but your breaker won’t
trip because of the voltage. I have replaced AC units
on coaches because of high voltage and I’m always
asked if the breaker is good and why didn’t it trip the
circuit? So I explain it to them and they always ask
how would they know this? That’s why you need to
monitor your incoming electrical or have a device that
does it for you like a surge protector.

BCM

Advertise here for
as low as
$53 a month for an
1/8 page ad!

We have not covered every single aspect of this subject. My intent is to help you understand the system
that is most important to most of us who live in our
RV’s and tiny houses full time.
John & Tammie Jarrett
John and Tammie
own and operate
Happy camper
mobile RV service
and Mister Bus
LLC. a custom
bus conversion
company. We
help people
building RV conversions with the
technical aspect of the build that they do not have
the expertise to do. John has a PhD in Electro-mechanical Engineering. Tammie has a bachelor degree
in business and keeps the orders and books.
We have four large kids (dogs) that travel with us.
We have a Great Dane name Malachi, A Great
Pyrnese named Micah. A Clumber Spaniel named
Annabelle and Newfoundland named Haddie. We
enjoy hiking with the kids and traveling in our custom
built bus conversion. If you would like help on your
build you can reach us at:jon@rvingoffgrid.com

We at Bus Conversion Magazine like to hear from our readers. If you have any comments,
suggestions, gripes, questions, or just some information you would like to pass on to us or our
readers who are Bus Nuts like you...
Visit us on the Internet:
www.BusConversionMagazine.com

Call us on the Phone:
(657) 221-0432

Folow us on Facebook:
Facebook.com/BCMagUSA

Send us an email:
Gary@BusConversions.com
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Just imagine this. You and your bus conversion in Bus
Conversion Magazine for everyone to see. Recognition for your unique conversion and your highly
technical skills. People will point, people will stare,
and people will say, “WOW! We saw your bus in Bus
Conversion Magazine”.
How would you like that to happen to you? Well, now
it can. Just write an article about your conversion and
send it to us. Add some highlights and some background information along with a rough sketch of the
floor plan, and a list of specifications, and send it to
us. Your coach could be selected as the conversion of
the month and displayed on the cover and featured as
the centerfold in an upcoming issue. Yes YOUR bus.
It does not have to be a new bus, any bus will do. Our
readers are interested in all ages and types of buses.
If you have a truck conversion, we would even be
interested in this as well.

amous?
Want to be F
r details
Contact us fo
r bus on
u
o
y
g
in
tt
e
g
about
BCM!
the cover of
nversions.com

Gary@BusCo

We’ve made a list of information you may want to
include. The more information you provide, the more
our readers will enjoy your story. Send it to us with
any photos (preferably high resolution) you may have
of the interior of the bus as well as the exterior. If selected, your bus will be featured in an upcoming issue
of Bus Conversion Magazine, the magazine bus converters everywhere rave about. Not only will you gain
worldwide recognition, we’ll extend your subscription
for three full years if we include your bus in a feature
article in one of our issues.
So, if you think your bus has what it takes, go ahead.
Just Do It! Take a couple of minutes and send us an
email with your photos included. You can also upload
them to Dropbox or mail them on a CD, DVD, or a
Thumb Drive. Now hold your breath, because this is
it, your big chance for fame! If we use it, you and your
bus will be known the world over.

You just might fin
d yourself
the “center” of att
ention.

You will also receiv
e a FREE three ye
ar
subscription for a fe
ature article that we
run. For all other ar
ticles we run, you
will receive a
FREE one year subs
cription.
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When you contact our advertisers, please let them know you
saw their ad in Bus Conversion Magazine!
Things people want to know:

your bus or your bus adventures?

Your Name, Address, Email Address and Phone Number. None of this will be printed without your permission, but we will need it to extend your subscription.

Email your article to: Gary@BusConversions.com

How often do you use your bus? What do you primarily use it for? What year, make, and model is it? Why
did you choose this make and model? What year was
it converted? Who did the conversion; Location and
name of shop? How long did it take? Are you the first
owner? Is there an interesting history or background
to the bus? What made you decide on a bus conversion?
Technical Description:

Or Mail your article to:
Bus Conversion Magazine
9852 Katella Ave., Suite 361
Anaheim, CA, 92804
Or call us at: (657) 221-0432
We look forward to seeing your bus on the front cover
of an upcoming issue!
Everyone will thank you for your contribution.

Engine; transmission/speeds. Generator; type/make/
size. Inverter; type/size. Water Tanks; type/size of
tanks: fresh, gray, black. Water Heater: Type/size.
Fuel tank capacity. MPG. Propane; size of tank(s),
fixed or removable. Type of plumbing and electrical
systems. Exterior Description: Paint color/design, mural-who did it, wheels and tires, raised roof, front and/
or rear caps.
Interior Description:
Wall covering, ceiling, countertops, window covering,
floor, colors, lighting. Kitchen; Type of refrigerator1/2/3-way, stove and/or oven, sink type, ice maker,
special features. Bedroom: Location/size of bed(s),
lighting, special features. Bathroom: Side or center
aisle, hardware, special features. Living room: entertainment center, seats and tables, special features.
Other: Washer & dryer, security system, back-up
camera, driver’s seat, passenger seats, insulation, air
conditioning, heating, skylights/roof vents.
What do you love best about your conversion? What
would you do differently the next time? Do you have
a road fix story? Do you have any interesting stories,
travel or otherwise? Do you belong to any RV Clubs
(name and address)? Have you been to any interesting rallies? Other interesting information about you or
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BUS CONVERSION SERVICE DIRECTORY
When you contact our advertisers, please let them know
you saw their ad in Bus Conversion Magazine.
BusesOnline

Michaud Bus Appraisals, LLC

Mobile Internet Information

Mobile Bus Conversion

for RVers by RVers
RVMobileInternet.com

Help and Tech Support
(877) 755-1936
RvingOffGrid.com

Sandblasting and Rustproofing

National Bus Trader

Largest Online Marketplace
Buses/Parts/Collectibles
BusesOnline.com

Brentwood, NH 03833
(603) 814-1085
BusAppraiser.com

Bus Industry Magazine
(815) 946-2341
BusMag.com

No Job Too Big or Too Small
(773) 858-3473
MenAtWorkSCS.com

Royal Coach

Skoolie Homes

Bus Models and Memorabilia
(717) 691-1147
RoyalCoachBuses.com

Used Highway Buses
25 years in business
870-739-2444
bobtuckermotors.com

School Bus Conversions
Kingsport, TN https://skoolie.homes

Creating and Living Deliberately

TheCrabsHomestead.com FB: ChittyBangSkoolie
Instagram: TheCrabsHomestead

Bus Battery Watering Systems
See You at Quartzsite’s Big Tent Show
An RVer’s Friend, Booth #434-436
Contact@AnRVersFriend.com

Cox Woodworking

Custom Cabinetry for 35 Years
(603) 399-7704
CoxWoodWorkingInc.com

For information about placing your ad in our Service Directory either email
Gary@BusConversions.com or call the office at (657) 221-0432.
Ads start as low as $17/month

Gary’sTip:
You can click on the title in the
cover of the magazine to take you
directly to that article.
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Check Out the Buses For Sale
More details may be seen on the
Bus Conversions Classifieds

Click HERE for more info.

1975 MODEL 05 EAGLE
Price: $55,000
Contact Number: (360) 636-2895
Bus Year: 1975
Motor: 3406 B Model Cat 400 HP
Bus Location: Longview, WA
Sellers Name: Vic Crane

Click HERE for more info.

To see more bus conversions for sale, click HERE to visit the
Classified Ads on our Website.

Click here
for Video

1974 MCI 8 Bus Conversion
Price: Reduced Price! $35,000
Contact Number: (707) 315-6606
Bus Year: 1974
Bus Location: Vallejo, CA. 94591
Sellers Name: Daniel

Click HERE for more info.

1965 MCI Conversion Bus
Price: $69,000
Contact Number: (954) 298-7507
Bus Year: 1965
Motor: 4500K Allison Transmission
Bus Location: South Florida
Sellers Name: Linda Rucerito

Click HERE for more info.

www.BusConversions.com
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1991 Prevost H340

Price: $80,000
Contact Number: (828) 429 1977
Bus Year: 1991
Current Miles: 215,800
Motor: Detroit 8V92TA
Bus Location: North Carolina
Sellers Name: Tom Hamrick

Click HERE for more info.
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1989 Eagle Conversion

Price: $60,000
Contact Number: (865) 399-1993
Bus Year: 1989
Motor: Allison Automatic Transmission
Bus Location: Kingston, Tennessee
Sellers Name: Gail

Click HERE for more info.

Nobody is going to know if it’s for sale, unless you advertise it!
Call us at (657) 221-0432.

}
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1966 GMC PD 4107 Buffalo
Price: $25,000
Contact Number: (928) 203-0272
Bus Year: 1966
Motor: 8V71 Diesel
Bus Location: Sedona, AZ
Sellers Name: Pat Hicks

Click HERE for more info.

1988 Prevost XL
Price: $60,000 $50,000
Contact Number: (540) 272-4331
Bus Year: 1988
Current Miles: 52,614
Motor: 8V92 Detroit Diesel
Bus Location: Florida
Sellers Name: Carolyn Christian

Click HERE for more info.
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1979 GMC 4905

Price: $30,00
Contact Number: (775) 771-1930
Bus Year: 1979
Motor: 8V71 Detroit Diesel
Bus Location: Florence, AZ
Sellers Name: Grace Westwood

Click HERE for more info.

1987 MCI-9

Price: $29,999
Contact Number: (406) 521-0651
Bus Year: 1987
Motor: Detroit 6V92 Turbo DDEC and
HD 740 Allison Trans
Bus Location: Montana
Sellers Name: Gary Ferguson

Click HERE for more info.

To sell your bus to people looking for and who understand
what a bus is, advertise with us for only $99 until SOLD.

1978 MCI

Price: $45,000
Contact Number: 863-670-3993
Bus Year: 1978
Motor: 8V Detroit
Sellers Name: Judy Bukoski

Click HERE for more info.

1995 Dina

Price: $49,000
Contact Number: (773) 858-3473
Bus Year: 1995
Motor: Allison B500
Bus Location: Chicago, IL
Sellers Name: Wulf Ward

Click HERE for more info.
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1990 Prevost LeMirage XL

1984 Eagle 10 – 8″ Roof Raise

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

Price: $52,000
Contact Number: (224) 856 5364
Bus Year: 1990
Current Miles: 96,000
Motor: Angola. Detroit Diesel 8V92
Bus Location: Campton Hills, IL 60124
Sellers Name: Rosemary Sayre

Price: $58,995
Contact Number: (937) 548 0686
Bus Year: 1984
Motor: 6V92 Detroit Diesel
Bus Location: Greenville,OH
Sellers Name: Becky Collins

To advertise your bus for sale
for only $99 until sold, call us at (657) 221-0432.

1984 MCI 9

1974 MCI8 – 871 Detroit

Price: $35,000
Contact Number: (605) 759-1385
Bus Year: 1984
Current Miles: 852,000:
Bus Location: Sioux Falls, SD
Sellers Name: Brian Wheeler

Price: $7,500
Contact Number: (218) 329 6246
Bus Year: 1974
Motor: 871 Detroit with Allison Transmission
Bus Location: Hawley,MN
Sellers Name: Rick Peterson

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.
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1968 Eagle Model 05

Price: $30,000
Contact Number: (910) 893-8892
Bus Year: 1968
Motor: 8V71, 4 Speed Spicer
Bus Location: Buies Creek, NC
Sellers Name: Gene Lewis

BCM

YOUR AD HERE

Not only will people see it in the magazine,
they will see it online too!
Only $99 until SOLD!

Click HERE for more info.

Click HERE for more info.

To sell your bus to people looking for and who understand
what a bus is, advertise with us for only $99 until SOLD.

Check Out
the Buses
For Sale

More details may
be seen on the
Bus Conversions
Classifieds

1984 MCI Bus Conversion
Price: $7,500
Contact Number: (618) 841-2195
Bus Year: 1984
Bus Location: Southern Illinois
Sellers Name: Angie Crowder

Click HERE for
more info.

Click HERE for more info.
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If you own a bus conversion or an RV or are considering building your own or
purchasing one, you should subscribe to Bus Conversion Magazine. This is the
only periodical dedicated and authored by Bus Nuts like you. The majority of our
articles come from our readers, both amateurs and professional bus converters, who
share their experiences of building, maintaining, living in and traveling by bus.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

Online Digital Subscription - Circle One:
1 Year ($19) 2 Years ($34) 3 Years ($44)
Monthly Digital Magazine
Recurring Subscription $1.75
BILLING INFORMATION
Name:

RECIPIENT INFORMATION
Same as Billing
○Name
Email:

Mail this form to:

Address:

Bus Conversion Magazine
Attn: Subscriptions
661 E Main St # 200-313
Midlothian, TX 76065

City:
State:

Click here to sign up
online to start your
subscription immediately.

ZIP Code:
Country:

Your subscription will
also allow you to read all back
issues of BCM
online absolutely FREE.

PAYMENT OPTIONS

○
○
○
○
○

Mastercard
Visa
American Express
Discover
Check or Money Order

www.BusConversionMagazine.com

Card Number:

Expiration Date:
/
Month

You will also have access to
several Books on PDF about
building a bus conversion.

Year
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The Joys Of Busing - Dave Galey

The following is an excerpt from Dave
Galey’s 213 page Book – The Joys of
Bussing. This is a hilarious collection of
motorhoming adventures in a converted
bus. In it he explains his experiences
of building, maintaining, and converting
buses throughout the years. Although
some of the information is dated since
it was written in 1996, most of the
information is still valid today.

To read the entire book, go to our website
www.BusConversionMagazine.com and select the Members tab and
choose Books on PDF. Members can log in to read this book in
Flipbook format and you will find it an enjoyable read.
You will find several Books on PDF to enjoy in this section and as
long as you have a membership (subscriber) you will be able to enjoy
this collection of Dave Galey’s books.
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Introduction
This narrative will describe various incidents that occurred while operating a vehicle that once was
a bus, and through a sense of urgency was converted to a motorhome to provide all the comforts of
home while on the road. The author had absolutely no knowledge of either buses or diesel motors at
the time this endeavor was begun. To say that he was naive is to understate his condition, but this was
offset by his enthusiasm.
A number of events will be described herein and in all cases the people involved will be reported with
their real names and real places. Later the author may wish to change these real names to aliases and
made up places. In fact it is quite probable that the author will change his name, and address.
A bus is a huge box of a thing designed to move almost half a hundred souls about these marvelous
states of ours. It is built like a box, looks like a box and quacks like a box. Why it is called a bus instead
of a box is something only people who name buses know. The really neat thing about a bus, is it is really a huge box into which you may place all kinds of things like floor plans for skinny houses for wiener
dogs. Look around you, almost any long skinny house will fit in a bus.
Most all long skinny houses are built on the ground, except those built on stilts. Well if a long skinny
house is built on the ground, it has the advantage of a place to put the sewer piping and water piping
and all that under ground stuff. This is the really neat thing about these huge buses. Since they were
originally planned to move almost half a hundred citizens about the countryside, they had to have a
place for all the stuff these citizens brought along. Walaw! The magic baggage compartment is available for all that underground stuff for the long skinny houses.
Anyhow this author got all cranked-on about making himself and his patient mate a huge box of a motorhome inside one of these buses so they could travel in luxurious comfort and see all the sights in the
North American Continent. Thus, he proceeded to do just that!
The events described in this text are all true stories. It just seems that they are made up. The average
bus driver, and/or diesel mechanics, would certainly scoff at the experiences of this poor hapless hero.
It should be pointed out that our hero is a highly educated individual, having earned his degree in
engineering at one of our more famous centers for national football championships. But since buses
were endowed with neither cosines, vectors nor imaginary numbers, the author is suspicious that his
original vocation may have lacked proper guidance.
The subject of our stories, with his superior intelligence and scads of experience, managed to convert
his prized bus into a motorhome in a mere six months. This was quite an achievement, having heard
stories of other individuals taking years to complete the task.
Never being quite satisfied with his craftsmanship, our hero continued to modify his coach every six months
for about eight years. Having tired of his first coach, he felt compelled to test his skills on a newer bus. His first
coach was over thirty-something, so he acquired a coach around twenty-something. This time he would do it
right . . . no modifications needed. Still, he continued to add little touches here and there as time between trips
would permit.
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After making a deal for his first coach by sacrificing the seats for a reduction in the price he happily climbed
into the driver’s seat to take the coach home. He was advised by the salesman that reverse was accomplished
by depressing a little button on the console while sliding the shift lever to fourth gear position. He was also
advised by the salesman, “Never back up in a bus.”
These imperatives caused a little confusion but he carefully pulled away from the curb. About that time a
Corvette caromed by doing somewhere between 25 and 105 miles per hour causing our hero a simple cardiac
seizure. Cautiously he braved the deserted street and slowly gained the confidence we all have while driving.
Eighteen miles and forty-five minutes later, he pulled along side the curb and parked just in front of his driveway. He was happily going to call his wife to see his new purchase but he couldn’t seem to unlock his hands
from the steering wheel.
His next task was to drive to the end of the cul-de-sac, turn around and place the coach next to the curb in ront
of his house. After getting to the cul-de-sac he found that it was necessary to back up in the bus, uh oh!While
trying to shift into reverse, he depressed that little button, and nothing happened. In a mild panic, the button
was squashed and his thumb was almost broken and the shifter still wouldn’t go into reverse. This wouldn’t
have been a problem except he was blocking at least two of his neighbor’s driveways, and it was getting to be
coming-home time. So after a cool calm collected attitude was discovered, he tried every combination of every
shift pattern of every car he ever drove and all of a sudden reverse was found. It seems the salesman never drove
this coach except to demonstrate it in a forward direction and didn’t know that a different transmission was
installed. After all the bus was over thirty-something.
Have you ever run out of gas? Haven’t we all?You find a gas can or borrow one or beg one, walk 12 miles to the
nearest station, pay twenty dollars to fill up the can (with deposit). Then you walk back, put a little in the carburetor, pump it a few times, start the car and you’re on your way. Just try that in a bus! If you are a novice you’ll
panic, call a diesel shop and they will send out a mechanic with a drum of fuel and a priming pump. Then you
will finally be on your way for about $345. Don’t laugh, it happened!
Anyhow, so much for the introduction. This is written only to whet your appetite for more specific adventures
described while experiencing the joys of busing.
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EVENTS
For the most up-to-date
Event Information Click Here:
https://www.busconversionmagazine.com/events/

Post New - Year’s Rally in Florida
January 03-06, 2019
Rally Fee: $195.00 per coach

Flxible Owners
International
more info,
Winter Rally 2019

page
54

Pre-Rally January 7-9
(Rally January 10-12)

2019 Sportsman’s Lodge
Joshua Tree, CA
ALL BUSES WELCOME!

Sportsman’s Lodge

Skooliepalooza III
(School Bus Conversion Camp Out)
January 14th-21st, 2019
Quartzsite, AZ

Eagle International Bus Rally
January 17 - 20
Quartzsite, AZ

more info,

page
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Contact: Craig Bowen
cbowen3117@gmail.com
For more information about our events
visit our website
www.sebusnuts.org

Western GM Coach Invitational Rally
January 17 - 20
Quartzsite, AZ

Contact:
Matt Merz (562) 715-8526
Larry Jones (505) 379-3978
jones.lp@worldnet.att.net

Contact: Kyle (385) 200-0242
Roadrunner BLM
https://skooliepalooza.com
for event information

Contact: Byron Pigg 85eagle15@gmail.com
(417) 840-9343
To see drone footage from 2016, click here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8DhYxq-k0Y

Contact: Robert Pimentel

(510) 703-1338 SilverSport61@yahoo.com
To see drone footage from 2016, click here: https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZAvXETy2xuU

SoCal Mini Rally
March 29-31, 2019
East Shore RV Park
San Dimas,CA

Contact: Buck Trout
BuckTroutShow@gmail.com
Call the park to make reservations:
(800) 809-3778 Request to park in Section B
www.eastshorervpark.com

Spring 2019 Rally
April 11-14, 2019
Palmetto Cove Campground
Cleveland, SC

Contact: Mike Heron
mikeheron@bellsouth.net
www.sebusnuts.org

Museum of Bus Transportation Spring Fling
161 Museum Dr. Hershey, PA 17033
May 31 - June 1, 2019

Eagle Bus Rally
First week in September, 2019
Kingsley Dam RV State Park
Ogallala, NE
More information will be coming soon

Dam Rally
Pre-Rally - Oct 30 & 31
at Lake Shore RV Park
268 Lakeshore Rd.
Boulder City, NV 89005
Call (702) 293-2540 for reservations
Ask for parking in rows 8&9

Contact Becky Tollens with any questions
events@busmuseum.org or (585) 737-4046
Website: https://busmuseum.org/events/springfling/ for event information and bus registration

Contact:
Mel & Trish Legg 308-850-1251
Wayne & Lin Schell 303-5910372 or 970-224-9020

Contact: Tom Vanozzi
tomvinlv@gmail.com

Rally - November 1 – 3
at Willow Beach RV Park
Call (928) 767-4747 for reservations

Having a rally? Let us know! We
will help you spread the word.

If you or someone you know is hosting a bus rally, we invite you to send us
the information so that we can announce it here in the magazine for Bus
Nuts. Please send it to us up to nine months before the rally date so that
we have time to get news of your rally out there. Then after the rally, send
us photos and a story about the rally. We will make your rally famous.
Email your info to Gary@BusConversions.com
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FLXIBLE 2019 WINTER RALLY
SPORTSMANS CLUB
6225 SUNBURST AVE

JOSHUA TREE, CALIFORNIA
JANUARY 10 - 13, 2019

Wagon Masters: Matt Merz (562 7158526) and Larry Jones (505 379-3978)
We’re happy to be going back to the
Sportsmen’s Lodge in Joshua Tree this year
for our winter rally. Our rally will be a little
early, so there will be plenty of time to enjoy
the events in Quartzsite.
This event is not limited to Flxible buses - we welcome FSOB’s (Friends in Other
Brands). Early arrivals should not come in before Monday, the 7th of January, due to
conflicts at the Lodge. Jere’s famous “hobo stew” will be concocted on Wednesday (the
9th) this year, before the full beginning of the rally on Thursday, January 10.
Our schedule hasn’t been finalized yet, but you know you’ll be treated with
some great food and activities. And don’t forget to bring your raffle items for the highlight
of the rally - our annual raffle.
------------------------------------------------------------------In order for the Wagon Masters to know how many participants to plan for, please
complete the registration form below and send it with your non-refundable registration
fee of $5.00 ($10.00 for non-members - $5.00 is refundable when you join the Club),
payable to Lawrence Jones, PO Box 237, Tijeras, NM 87059, no later than December 31,
2018. (If you can’t get your registration in by that time, let Larry know that you’ll be
there [email: jones.lp@att.net] - we’ll collect the registration fee later).
Names of Participants: ________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Phone: ________________________ Coach: _____________________________________
www.BusConversions.com
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These are just a few of the parts available.
Call John Zahn now to find out more!

RandM Front Cap, Windshield Frame, and Breast Plate
for 102-015 Eagle $1000

Complete Tag Axle Assy
for Eagle 01 $1500

Front and Rear Brake Drums including spindles and hubs
for 015-020Eagle $400 Each

Eagle 01 Rear Torsalistic
Suspension $1,000 Each
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Air Cleaner for Eagle
8V92 $350
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DuoTherm A/C Basement Unit,
new in crate, 26,000 BTU, Model
39726.501, S/N 71503827, R22
refrigerant. Suitable for any size
bus. Buyer pays freight. $900
(over $2000 new).

Call Don at
CHOO CHOO EXPRESS GARAGE
Roseville, GA (423) 645-7456

www.BusConversions.com
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Post by: luvrbus
My multiplier is a 13:1 Proto it is different than the
ones made for wheels. I never used it much till I
started getting older, it cost me $600.00 about 40
years ago and now the $50.00 multipliers have a
better ratio.
Post by: chessie4905
With high power battery impact wrenches now available, is there any point of messing with one of these
anymore?
Post by: Ed Hackenbruch
Title: Torque multiplying wrenches

Well, with my 12x1 I am able to torque each wheel to
within 2 lbs. of each other.

Post by: oltrunt

Post by: luvrbus

I’d like to have a torque multiplier wrench so I could
change my own tires (350 ft lb range). I’m finding
prices from $35 to$5000!?! What am I looking at?
Any experience would be appreciated. Thanks, Jack
Post by: DoubleEagle
The search phrase you should use should be something like “Torque Multiplier Lug Wrench Tool”. On
eBay, there will be many, and most of them are made
in China. I bought one a few years ago on eBay from
someone (I can’t find the listing in my history) who
claimed that he sold a lot of them, and was able to
specify changes in the design from the source. Anyway, it works, and it can get off super tight nuts that
are torqued over 500 lbs. Look for a seller that provides a money back guarantee, or a warranty. Some
do not state anything, some are 30 days to two years.
I think I paid around $80, and I have not broken it yet,
but I am trying. ::)

[…] probably less than 200 lbs. a multiplier maybe a
waste
Post by: lostagain
I had a multiplier that broke trying to remove the nuts
off my Pete. They had been there a long time, and I
suspect over torqued by the last guy. I never replaced
it, because, like mentioned above, a good battery
impact nowadays works really well. Also a good air
gun does too. I have an AirCat 1150 that removes the
nuts off the bus (450 lb./ft.) really easy. Oh, and brute
force and ignorance with a long bar works too.
Post by: luvrbus
Anyone looking for the battery impact; Tractor Supply
has the Dewalt on sale for $169.00 Friday the battery
and charger are included.
Post by: Geoff

Post by: sixtyseven
Hey Jack, the choices are overwhelming! To figure
out ratio you want, take the torque you want to apply and divide by a comfortable # to run your torque
wrench at. e.g. 350 / 116 = 3.02 Then get a ratio
of 3 aka 3:1 aka 3x. If you get one that’s a lot higher
like 8x you will waste a lot of time ratcheting. I have
a 4x ratio and it can torque mine 500# easily. Also
make sure you have a good accurate torque wrench
to run it with or you may as well just use a big ratchet
and a cheater.

I’ve had a 4x1 torque multiplier for 25 years. USA
“”The X-4 Corp.” Model LW-750. Around $100 back
then. I just looked on Amazon, $268+
Post by: oltrunt
I probably should go with a multiplier---jumping up
and down on a 6 ft. extension (drive shaft) on my 3/4”
breaker bar didn’t budge the 41 mm lug nuts. Isuzu
recommends 330 ft. lb. on the lug nuts which have
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a huge surface contact area which may explain why
they are so hard to remove. Am I thinking right that
a 4:1 ratio multiplier coupled with my torque wrench
set at 100 ft. lb. and reduced 15% for mechanical loss
should about do the trick?
Post by: DoubleEagle
I would allow something for the rust factor, it can
make a tremendous difference (at least out East).
Post by: kyle4501
Ebay #382405314353 looks similar the one I bought mine is yellow & is a 78:1 ratio.
Mine is an incredibly tough unit. I have used it to remove rusted on lug nuts that were so tight I thought I
was going to flip the bus over. I have also used it with
a regular cordless drill to back off nuts that were badly
rusted on. I used the same setup to pull new studs in
without causing any damage to the nut or stud or the
ball thrust bearing. Considering the abuse I have put
mine thru & the low cost, I wouldn’t worry about the
warranty. ;) However, if you use an impact driver on
it, I’m sure it will die an early death!
BTW, I use a 600# capacity torque wrench set on 425
ish to put the nuts on (450 ish for the inner).

Thanks for the info Cliff, already picked up one today,
been looking for it on sale.
Jack
Post by: Bill Gerrie
Check this one out. Pricey but 1400 ft. lbs. for a cordless:
https://shoptoolreviews.com/automotive/impact-wrenches/new-milwaukee-m18-fuel-impactwrench/29989/
Post by: Oonrahnjay
In my experience, “New Milwaukee” has been (or at
least was - don’t know in detail recently) one of the
most expensive tool vendors and one of the suppliers
of the highest-quality, most useful tools. I hope that
the “cheap-rate” competition stuff hasn’t driven them
to compromise.
Post by: Jim Blackwood
I’ve bought several of their new cordless tools and
have been very happy with them, although I think
DeWalt might have them beat on their lighting at the
tool’s working end.

Post by: ol713

Post by: Dave5Cs

I like to use a long bar and socket. If I put the nuts on,
I know I can get them off.

Check Craiglist for new Milwaukee tools. I have
bought drill etc., for pennies on the dollar. Some people go to HD and buy a kit with a lot of tools and some
they don’t need then sell off the others for cheap
brand new without batteries most times but I already
have 3 batteries so if I can get the drill like I got for
$70 that was priced for $160 18 fuel drill I buy it. Now
waiting for the impact to come up also got the Sawzall
for $50 because the guy said he got two tools on sale
which I saw the ad for $140 for Sawzall and saw, and
he figured he got the saw for free and then sold the
Sawzall to me for $70 because he had no need for it.
Cool.

Post by: dtcerrato
I love my 3/4” drive Chicago Pneumatic impact gun
but we still carry the 1-1/4” X 7’ pipe cheater. For the
bigger stuff like the 2-1/2” nut on the transmission output shaft we use our 4 to 1 multiplier (3/4’’ in, 1’’ out) &
650 LB torque wrench. That nut being 1400 ft. lbs. still
fights back with the need for 350 ft. lbs. at the torque
wrench! :o
Post by: blue_goose
Quote from: luvrbus on November 22, 2018, 09:08:16
AM
Anyone looking for the battery impact Tractor Supply
has the Dewalt on sale for $169.00 Friday the battery
and charger are included

Post by: chessie4905
Here’s a good you tube video on the Milwaukee fuel
tools in 1/2 and 3/4.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=6JmPHbmAQSU
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